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30 AWESOME April Writing Prompts
April is National Poetry Month!
---> 33 Poetry Writing Prompts
---> 52 Poetry Prompts for Kids

---> How to Write Two-Voice Poetry

53 April Fool's
Day Prompts
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What does a
perfect spring day

look like to you?
Describe it in

detail.

Write a
descriptive

paragraph about
your favorite

rainy day activity

Why do we have
eggs at Easter?

Why do people
write poetry?

Write a paragraph
describing how the
sunshine feels on

that �rst warm day
in April.

Write a poem that
describes the

feeling of
happiness.

What is the
Easter Bunny’s

job?
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53 Fun Easter
Writing Prompts

What can I teach
others about

Easter?

32 National Pet
Day Prompts 

If you could
adopt any single

new animal,
what would you

get? Why?

Write a short story
where the main
characters are

school librarians.

I believe in helping
the Earth because…

How could
saving the

environment
make people

healthier?
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The prettiest kinds
of �owers are…

Write a poem
about achieving a

goal.

Write about the
most lovable pet
you’ve ever met.

Describe your
favorite park

and explain why
you love that

park the most.

When I see baby
animals, I think of…

We are lucky the
Earth provides us

with…

53 Earth Day
Writing

Prompts 
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Why is green such
an important
spring color?

If you could be
born and raised in

any other
country, which
one would you

choose, and why?

International DNA
Day -- 37 Prompts

About Family

Which of your
family members
do you get along

with the best?
Why?

What would it be
like if cats and dogs

had humans as
pets?

Write a story about
an animal born in

spring

Why is it
important to
practice your
favorite sport,

activity, or
instrument?

30

What was your
best day in April?
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This is page is cute and printable but...
It is not clickable to individual prompts or lists. 

That's on page one. 
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